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Abstract

We assess the impact of two sources of uncertainties in a Limited Area Model (LAM) on
the representation of intense precipitation: the size of the domain of integration and the use of
the spectral nudging technique (driving of the large scales within the domain of integration).
We work in a perfect-model approach where the LAM is driven by a General Circulation Model
(GCM) run at the same resolution and sharing the same physics and dynamics as the LAM. A
set of three 50 km resolution simulations run over Western Europe with the LAM ALADIN-
Climate and the GCM ARPEGE-Climate are performed to address this issue. Results are
consistent with previous studies regarding the seaonal-mean fields. Furthermore, they show
that neither the use of the spectral nudging nor the choice of a small domain are detrimental
to the modeling of heavy precipitation in the present experiment.
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1 Introduction

Over Europe, intense precipitation episods are among the most destructive weather events in terms
of human losses and material damages. Consequently, the possible evolution of their frequency
and/or intensity in the context of climate change is of great concern. A number of studies ad-
dressed this issue by presenting climate change scenarios (e.g. Semmler and Jacob, 2004 ; Sánchez
et al., 2004 ; Gao et al., 2006 ; Christensen and Christensen, 2007 ; Beniston et al., 2007 ; Boberg et
al., 2009). Overall, they suggest a future increase of extreme rainfall in northern Europe in summer
as well as in winter, whereas in the South, extreme summer precipitation in the Mediterranean
region would become more frequent (for complete review on this specific region, see Giorgi and
Lionello, 2007). Nonetheless, there are still efforts to be put in the assessment of our abilities to
simulate such features in present-day climate. Research has been led to determine their sensitiv-
ity to some of the sources of uncertainties implied in their modeling at climatic time scales. For
example, Räisänen and Joelsson (2001) compared the modeling of extreme precipitation in two
regional climate models, Boberg et al. (2009) further questionned this issue by considering the
precipitation spectra in the PRUDENCE ensemble, Schmidli et al. (2007) assessed the respective
performances of several statistical and dynamical downscalings of precipitation over the European
Alps and Déqué and Somot (2008) focused on the impact of a model’s resolution on its representa-
tion of extreme precipitation over France. However, these sensitivity studies have not covered all
the sources of uncertainties yet. In particular, the respective influences of the domain size and the
use of the spectral nudging technique in Regional Climate Models (RCMs) on heavy rainfall have
not been thoroughly investigated yet.
Most of heavy precipitation events involve small-scale processes and local orography effects which
cannot be taken into account with coarse meshes. For this reason, Global Circulation Models
(GCMs) are unable to represent them properly. Indeed, performing global simulations covering
long periods of time is still computationally too expensive to allow resolutions finer than 100 km.
This limit may not prevent GCMs from successfully reproduce large-scale features of climate but
it makes GCMs inadequate tools to simulate local characteristics. Since regional climate model-
ing issues have drawn an increasing attention over the past two decades, several ways to produce
affordable high-resolution simulations over a given area of interest have been designed. Here, we
only consider the most popular and commonly used one: Limited Area Models (LAMs). And we
question some of the specificities of this method, regarding the simulation of heavy rains.
The LAM technique consists in nesting a limited-area circulation model inside a coarser GCM. The
global synoptic circulation is prescribed by the GCM through Lateral Boundary Conditions (LBC)
and the LAM computes the weather evolution within its domain at a higher resolution. LAMs
were first developped some 40 years ago and have been used for climate purposes for 20 years.
Several studies then demonstrated they were able to improve the simulation of local features (e.g.
Giorgi and Bates, 1989 ; Giorgi, 1990; Jones et al., 1995) and they have been further refined and
validated with observations ever since (e.g. McGregor, 1997 ; Giorgi and Mearns, 1999 ; Bärring
and Laprise, 2005). However, since this approach has a relatively short history, there is still much
to explore in its limitations and the additional sources of uncertainties and specific difficulties it
arouses (de Eĺıa et al., 2008).
In particular, it appeared that nested models could produce large scales significantly different from
those imposed by the LBC. Whether this effect should rather be considered as a desirable added
value or a detrimental drawbacks is still open to criticism (see Lorenz and Jacob, 2005 ; Laprise et
al., 2008 and Alexandru et al., 2009). Indeed, it is not clear whether LAMs might improve the pre-
scribed large scale or necessarely degrade it in the case they actually affect it. However, in order to
limit these potential errors in the use of LAMs, it has been proposed to relax the long waves within
the domain towards those of the driving model, in addition to the forcing at the lateral boundaries.
This technique, named Spectral Nudging, was initially designed by Waldron et al.(1996) and later
developped by von Storch et al. (2000) and Biner et al. (2000). Its strengths and efficiency to
reduce LAM large-scale error has been pointed out in several studies (e.g. Miguez-Macho et al.,
2004 ; de Eĺıa et al., 2008 ; Radu et al., 2008). Nevertheless, it is still argued that it might induce
detrimental side effects, mainly on the developpement of the nested model’s small-scale features
such as extreme precipitation. In Radu et al. (2008), the spectral nudging applied to the wind
components and the temperature caused a slightly enhanced negative bias of the upper quantiles of
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precipitation which was resolved by nudging the specific humidity. Alexandru et al. (2009) found
a noticeable decrease in extreme precipitation when using spectral nudging in their set of experi-
ments. However, they only considered the maximum amount of 6-hourly cumulated rainfall over
their domain and period of integration, and concluded that more work was necessary to confirm
the robustness of their result.
Another particularity of LAMs is their sensitivity to the geometry and the location of the chosen
domain of computation. This can be explained by the fact the lateral boundary conditions problem
is mathematically ill posed as detailed in Miguez-Macho et al. (2004).According to Jones et al.
(1995), or Leduc and Laprise (2009) the domain of integration must be wide enough to allow the
LAM to developp its small scales. Seth and Giorgi (1998) also indicated that the area of interest
should not be too close to the borders in order to keep away boundaries effects. On the other
hand, Miguez-Macho et al. (2004) showed the use of large domains were more likely to lead to
synoptic scales diverging from the driving model and that this drawbacks could be avoided with
the application of a spectral nudging. They consequently recommended to do so when performing
LAMs simulations over areas larger than a few thousands kilometers.

The present study further investigates these two issues –use of the spectral nudging technique
and size of the domain– as far as the representation of intense precipitation events at a climatic
timescale is concerned, which, to our knowledge, has never been done in the literature. We aim at
answering the following two questions:

1. Does the spectral nudging technique deteriorate the modeling of these heavy precipitation
events?

2. Is it preferable to use a relatively large or small domain to properly simulate this feature?

We use the LAM ALADIN-Climate and we focus on the south-western region of Europe and more
specifically on the areas bordering the Mediterranean sea where the most severe events occur. We
proceed in a framework similar to the so-called Big-Brother Experiment based on the perfect-model
approach developped by Denis et al. (2002) (see also e.g. de El̀ıa et al., 2002 ; Leduc and Laprise,
2009 ; Laprise et al., 2008, Radu et al., 2008). It consists in creating an experiment which can
be considered as an ideal reference (the Big-Brother run) to which the LAM’s simulations are
compared. The goal is to isolate the uncertainties due to the nesting method from all other sources
of error.
The paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, we describe our methodology: the Big-Brother experimental setup, the models we
used, the observed data, and the way we computed the interpolations that were required to compare
our simulations. Section 3 shows a brief validation of our Big-Brother simulation. In section 4,
we consider the seasonal mean differences between our pairs of regional simulation and section
5 details our results concerning intense precipitation. Section 6 is an additional paragraph in
which we confirm our conclusions in a less theoritical framework, which correspond to the common
use case of LAM. We conclude in section 7 where we recall our main results and suggest further
perspectives.

2 Model, experimental setup and data

In this study, we carry out a set of simulations over Western Europe with the limited aera model
(LAM) ALADIN-Climate (Radu et al., 2008) at a 50 km resolution. The model is forced with the
ERA40 monthly sea surface temperature (SST) (Fiorino, 2004) and lateral boundary conditions
provided by the global circulation model (GCM) ARPEGE-Climate (Déqué and Piedelievre, 1995
; Déqué, 2007).

2.1 The models

ALADIN-Climate can actually be considered as a version of ARPEGE-Climate since they share
the same computer code. Therefore, they can be run with the same physical parameterisations and
dynamical schemes. ARPEGE-ALADIN-Climate is a spectral, semi-implicit and semi-lagrangian
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model. In the present study, we use its last version (V5.1) that has been recently released. The
major characteristics of the physics and dynamics mentioned in Radu et al. (2008) remain valid
for the present version and more details about ALADIN-ARPEGE-Climate V5.1 can be found at
http://www.cnrm.meteo.fr/gmgec/arpege-climat/ARPCLI-V5.1/index.html

2.2 The idealised framework

As explained in introduction, we chose a perfect-model type of approach. Our method is almost
equivalent to the one detailed in Radu et al.(2008) except that we use the next version of the model
and that our Big-Brother simulation is run with a different configuration of ARPEGE-Climate.
Here is how we proceeded:
First, we performed a 23-year long global simulation (ARP50) in present day climate (1979-2001)
with a variable resolution version of ARPEGE-Climate. The geometric configuration we used
is similar to the one described in Gibelin and Déqué (2003). We just recall here some relevant
features: the spectral truncation is T159, with 31 vertical levels located mainly in the troposphere.
The pole of stretching is located at the center of the Mediterranean basin (40 ◦N, 12◦E) and the
stretching factor is 2.5. The grid has 160 pseudo-latitudes and 320 pseudo-longitudes. As a result,
the maximum horizontal resolution reaches 50 km over Europe and has a minimum of 300 km in
the Pacific.
Then we filtered out the small scales of the ARP50’s fields to create coarser resolution (around
300 km) Lateral Boundary Conditions (LBC) we used to force ALADIN-Climate. This driving
of ALADIN-Climate through low resolution LBCs consists in imposing the large-scale prognostic
variables at the boundaries of the LAM’s domain every six hours. We follow the classical Davies
relaxation scheme (Davies, 1976) based on a spatial interpolation of the variables in a buffer zone
around the domain (see fig. 1 for the buffer zone).
ARP50 constitutes the “virtual reality” we consider as an ideal reference in the comparison of
our regional simulations. In other words, our ALADIN-Climate simulations will not be validated
against a climatology but compared to ARP50. This approach relies upon the assumption that
we cannot expect ALADIN-Climate to reach better performances than ARP50 in its domain of
computation. In other words, we presume that a mininum error due to the LAM’s configuration
and the nesting technique leads to a minimum difference between the regional simulation and the
global ARP50 run. Even though ARP50 can not be considered as a truly perfect Big-Brother,
we think this hypothesis is reasonable since ALADIN-Climate and ARPEGE-Climate both use a
resolution of 50 km over the area of interest and share the same physics and dynamics.

2.3 The set of regional simulations

Three ALADIN-Climate experiments are run over the 1979-2001 period with the 300 km resolution
LBCs:

1. FR50, run over a relatively small domain

2. EU50, run over a bigger domain, twice as large as the previous one

3. EU50-n, run over the large EU50 domain, using the spectral nudging technique

The two domain sizes we chose correspond to commonly used extensions in regional climate mod-
eling over Europe. The size of EU50’s domain is equal to the one defined for the intercomparison
project FP6-ENSEMBLES, whereas the FR50 one matches those used in projects focusing on the
modeling of local climate features at high resolutions, such as the FP6-CECILIA and the ANR-
SCAMPEI projects. Both our domains are squared and centered at the same point (47◦N, 2◦E) so
that their meshes overlap. FR50 (respectively EU50) has 37 x 37 grid points — 53 x 53 including
the buffer zone (respectively 101 x 101 and 117 x 117 grid points) which corresponds to a domain
size of approximatively 2000 km2 (respectively 5000 km2) (see fig. 1). Thus the area of interest of
the present study is the central zone of the smaller domain. All the following results are presented
and analyzed over this region only.
All details concerning the spectral nudging of ALADIN-Climate towards ARPEGE-Climate can
be found in Radu et al. (2008). In the EU50-n simulation, we nudge all prognostic variables with
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the following e-folding times: the wind’s vorticity (6 h) and its divergence (48 h), the temperature
(24 h), the surface pressure (24 h) and the specific humidity (24 h). The function we used is quite
simple. There is no relaxation below the 880 hPa pressure level, a linear increase between 880 hPa
and 750 hPa, and a constant rate above. Similarly, the wavelengths shorter than 300 km remain
free, the full nudging is applied to the ones longer than 400 km with a linear transition in between.
Compared to other studies, this spectral nudging can be considered as a rather constraining in
terms of dimensions and variables involved. Generally, only scales larger than approximately 1000
km are nudged, with a bottom limit ranging from 850hPa to 500hPa (Alexandru et al., 2009) and
it is not a frequent practice to nudge all prognostic variables. This was a deliberate choice, since
we intended to investigate the drawbacks of the nudging’s contraints.

2.4 The data

The ARP50 simulation is validated against the CRU2.1 global time-series (Mitchell and Jones,
2005). The CRU2.1 dataset provides monthly averaged atmospheric variables from 1901 to 2002,
gridded at a 0.5◦resolution over land areas only. Here, we use the 2-meter temperature and pre-
cipitation for the 1979-2001 period.
In addition, we use the SAFRAN high-resolution analysis (Quintana Segúı et al., 2008), in order to
briefly assess the ARP50’s performances in simulating heavy precipitation. The SAFRAN analysis
consists of 8 km x 8 km gridded hourly interpolated data over France for the 1950-2006 period. In
this study, we consider daily precipitation.

2.5 The interpolation methods

The ARPEGE-Climate grid used for ARP50 differ from those of the CRU2.1 and SAFRAN
datasets, and does not superimpose to the ALADIN-Climate ones either. As a consequence, the
validation of ARP50 and the comparison of FR50, EU50 and EU50-n to ARP50 both require to
perform interpolations of the models outputs.
For the validation part (section 3), we carry out a barycentric interpolation of the ARP50 fields
over the CRU2.1 and SAFRAN grids: for each grid point of the climatology, we compute a weighted
mean of the nearest three points of the ARPEGE-Climate’s grid. And we do so for each diagnosis
we consider, that is to say the seasonal-mean precipitation and temperature, and the upper quan-
tiles of daily precipitation. The same method is used for the comparison of our regional simulations
(FR50, EU50 and EU50-n) to the Big-Brother (ARP50) (section 4 and 5) where we interpolate the
results of ARP50 over the FR50’s grid, which happens to be a subgrid of the EU50 and EU50-n
one.
This kind of calculation usually raises no problem when comparing mean fields. But it can be
detrimental to the evaluation of extreme events, especially when the resolutions are different – as
it is the case with ARP50 and SAFRAN – since it may result in a smoothing effect of the interpo-
lated fields. In order to remain as objective as possible in our validation of ARP50 regarding this
matter, we perform a second type of interpolation we will refer to as the “nearest neighbor” one:
for each grid point of ARP50 located in the SAFRAN domain, we compute the difference between
the upper quantiles of ARP50 and those of the nearest SAFRAN grid point. The comparison of
FR50, EU50 and EU50-n to ARP50 is less problematic since the resolutions of ALADIN-Climate
and ARPEGE-Climate we used are equals even though the meshes do not overlap. Nonetheless,
we also carry out another comparative analysis where no spatial interpolation is performed (see
section 5.2).

3 Validation of the ARP50 simulation against reality

Although the so called perfect-model approach implies to compare results to the “virtual reality”
(Big-Brother) instead of the observed reality, it would make little sense if the Big-Brother’s simu-
lated climate were too different from the observed one. Consequently, we first need to make sure
the ARP50 simulation is realistic enough to enable the use of an idealised framework. We do so
by comparing ARP50 to the CRU2.1 climatology above-mentioned. Such a validation involves
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the choice of a benchmark setting the level of differences to the climatology which are acceptable
regarding this matter. The state of the art in regional climate modeling at a resolution 50 km over
Europe provides a relevant reference.

3.1 Seasonal means

Tab. 1 indicates the spatially mean biases and spatial Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) of ARP50
against CRU2.1 over the area of interest (FR50) for the four following seasons: winter (DJF), spring
(MAM), summer (JJA) and automn (SON). The temperature mean bias is negative and inferior to
1◦C except over spring where it reaches -1.5◦C. The RMSE stays under 2◦C. The daily precipitation
biases range from -0.3 mm/day (SON) to 0.6 mm/day (winter and spring), the RMSE is close to 1
mm/day for all seasons. These results are similar to those found in the regional climate modeling
literature (e.g. Giorgi et al., 2004 ; Gibelin and Déqué (2003) ; Somot et al., 2008 ; see also
chapter 11 of the 4th Assessment IPCC Report, 2007 http://www.ipcc.ch/publications\_and\

_data/ar4/wg1/en/ch11.html). In particular, the biases are not larger than those computed for
10 regional climate models in the PRUDENCE project (Jacob et al., 2007).

3.2 Extremes of precipitation

Since the present paper focuses on the extreme precipitation feature, we now examine ARP50’s
performances in simulating it. We compute the differences of upper quantiles of precipitation
between ARP50 and SAFRAN following the two interpolation methods explained in section 2.5.
Tab. 2 proceed from the barycentric interpolation of ARP50’s quantiles over the SAFRAN’s grid.
For each season, it gives the SAFRAN’s 95% and 99% daily precipitation quantiles and the cor-
responding spatial bias and RMSE between ARP50 and SAFRAN. Tab. 3 displays the equivalent
results obtained with the nearest neighbor interpolation method over the ARP50’s grid.
It appears that both methods give similar results: ARP50 noticeably underestimate the heaviest
precipitation events, in particular during the summer and autumn seasons. To take a closer look
at these differences, we considered their spatial repartitions by plotting maps of relative differences
of the same quantiles (not shown). It revealed that the larger errors were located over mountains
and in South-East France, around the Mediterranean sea where the most severe events take place.
Elsewhere, they stay inferior to -20%. This pattern is in good agreement with the state of the art
(see Semmler and Jacob, 2004 and Ricard et al., 2009).
The rather poor results of ARP50 – as any Regional Climate Model (RCM) at this resolution –
over the aforementioned regions can be explained by their complex orography insufficiently rep-
resented at a 50 km resolution and the importance of very small scales non-hydrostatic processes
(Ducrocq et al., 2008) which are not resolved in any climate model. However, this does not mean
RCM are by no means unable to capture any features of this kind of events. The french project
CYPRIM (CYclogénèse et PRécipitations Intense en Région Méditerranéenne) showed that it is
possible to successfully reproduce the occurence of these catastrophic rainfall events (above 200
mm/day) with the high-resolution non-hydostatic model MESO-NH forced by ARPEGE-Climate
with an appropriate selection of synoptic-scale situations in the climate run. This means that
ARPEGE-Climate is able to properly simulate the triggering features of the meso-scale processes
involved in these events of extreme rainfall (Beaulant, personal communication). Furthermore, it
happens that the appropriate situations selected in CYPRIM with statistical methods (considering
pressure and moisture-flow parameters) match the ARPEGE-Climate extremes of precipitation
(Somot, personal communication) even though the amount of rain are underestimated.

From this short validation section, we conclude that ARP50 constitutes a suitable Big-Brother
simulation. Thus, we now consider it as the reference for the rest of the study: in agreement with
the idealised framework, the respective performances of the three ALADIN-Climate experiments
will be evaluated by comparing each of them to ARP50 only.
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4 Comparison of the regional simulations: seasonal-mean

temperature and precipitation

A first comparison of the three regional simulations is made by considering their seasonal means
of temperature and precipitation, averaged over the 23 years of integration.
Tab. 4 presents the spatially averaged biaises and RMSE of these seasonal-mean fields with respect
to ARP50 (the spatial averages are computed over the land grid points of the common domain, as
in Tab. 1). Except for the EU50’s summer temperature, all three ALADIN-Climate experiments
are quite similar and show small differences to ARP50. The biases of temperature (respectively
precipitation) do not exceed +1◦C (respectively -0.3 mm/day) and the RMSE stay under +0.8◦C
(respectively +0.6 mm/day).
Fig. 3 and fig. 2 show the spatial distribution of winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) differences of
mean daily precipitation and 2-meter temperatures. For the mean precipitation, FR50 (small do-
main), unlike EU50 and EU50-n (large domain), shows a significant dry bias in winter (up to -2
mm/day) close to the western border of its domain, due to a boundary effect. This pattern is
also present during summer but it is much weaker, the westerly flow coming from the atlantic
ocean being enhanced in winter. Apart from this feature, all three ALADIN-Climate experiments
show similar behaviours and small differences to ARP50 (between -0.5 and +0.5 mm/day) in both
seasons.
Concerning the 2-meter temperatures, FR50 and EU50-n both stay fairly close to the reference in
summer as well as in winter. Their respective biases are limited to +/-0.5◦C in winter and reach
+ 1◦C (+1.5◦C over small areas) in summer. In some very localised spots (in the Alps or along
the Mediterranean coast of France) however, all three simulations show a severe negative bias to
ARP50 but this is a spurious effect to the differences in the orography of ALADIN-Climate and
ARPEGE-Climate grids. Outside these spots, EU50 shows a significant warm bias, especially in
summer when it is superior to +0.5◦C eveywhere except in the Iberian Peninsula and British Isles
and reaches +2◦C to +4◦C in some other parts of the area of interest. This pattern is not due to
an increased internal variability of the LAM (random error) in the larger domain during summer.
There is strong evidence that it rather results from a systematic error. Indeed, it appears in other
experiments we have carried out over similar domains (see e.g. Radu et al., 2008), and multiple
simulations run with ALADIN-Climate over the ENSEMBLES domain (same size as EU50) show
that a random error would at most reach +1.6◦C (Sanchez-Gomez, personal communication). And
besides, this warm biais is a well-known feature of other RCMs in Europe (Jacob et al., 2007). The
fact that it arises here within the perfect-model paradigm is not easy to interpret. However, this
indicates that the bias can not be looked at as an intrinsic defect of the model only (for instance
in the treatment of the dynamics, the physical parameterizations or the surface scheme) but is
somewhat related to the way the LAM is forced at its boundaries: the LAM produces a solution
different from the Big-Brother’s. Consequently, the less the LAM is constrained by its forcing, the
more its solution is likely to differ. This statement is consistent with the finding of a stronger bias
during summer, when the large-scale advection is weaker. And it also explains why the drift is sig-
nificantly lower over a smaller domain of integration (FR50), or when applying a spectral nudging
(EU50-n) as it has already been shown in Radu et al. (2008). Additionnal investigations would be
required to fully explore and understand the reasons why, under certain circumstances, a difference
of solution between our LAM and the Big-Brother tends to result in this systematic error, but it
would go beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we just confirm former results regarding one of
the problems that might occur when running a LAM over a large domain and the ways it can be
avoided. We are now going to deal with the possible negative side-effects of the spectral nudding
and/or the use of a smaller domain could have on the modeling of extreme precipitation.
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5 Comparison of the regional simulations: intense precipi-

tation events

5.1 Spatial patterns

As we did in section 3.2 with ARP50 and the SAFRAN database, we compute the 95% et 99%
quantiles’ differences between the ALADIN-Climate simulations and ARP50. Here, we only show
the results obtained with the barycentric interpolation over the ALADIN-Climate grid.
Tab. 5 presents the seasonal-mean biases and RMSE of these differences, spatially averaged over
the common domain. Overall, FR50, EU50 and EU50-n stay fairly close to ARP50 for this feature.
FR50 and EU50 sligthly underestimate both quantiles (with biaises staying under the local maxima
of -10% for the 95% quantile, and -16% for the 99% quantile) whereas EU50-n overestimates the
95% quantile except in summer and underestimate the 99% quantile except in winter (with similar
absolute values of biaises). We also consider the spatial patterns of intense precipitation. Fig 4
shows the relative differences (in percentage) to ARP50 of daily precipitation’s 99% quantiles
(mm/day) for two extended seasons: winter and spring (DJFMAM) we will refer to as the advective
season, and summer and fall (JJASON) we will refer to as the convective season. We added the
99% quantile field of ARP50 on its original grid for both seasons (Fig 4a,b).
We define these seasons because, over the region of interest, most the heavy rainfall occuring in
winter and spring are due to synoptic-scale disturbances whereas in summer and autumn they are
mainly caused by convective storms. Furthermore, this choice of seasons follows the pattern of
ARP50 high and low bias from SAFRAN heavy precipitation, as shown in section 3.2.
In the advective season, noticeable differences to ARP50 can be found in the western part of the
common domain (Portugal, Western Spain and Ireland), in Western France, Corsica and Sardinia.
At the western border, FR50 rather strongly underestimates intense precipitation ( up to -40%)
as it does for the whole spectrum because of boundaries effects (see previous section). In Western
France, EU50 simulates slightly enhanced heavy precipitation. In Corsica and Sardinia, all three
ALADIN-Climate simulations underestimate extreme precipitation and EU50-n shows the smallest
bias. Elsewhere, FR50, EU50 and EU50-n’s behaviors are similar, close to the one of ARP50.
During the convective season, FR50 shows a negative bias over the western border of the domain
which is slightly stronger than in the advective season, in agreement with fig 3a,d. On the contrary,
FR50 overestimates the 99% quantile over Catalonia whereas EU50 and EU50-n’s patterns are not
clear-cut. EU50 no longer simulates enhanced precipitation over Western France but it significantly
lessens intense precipitation in the north-eastern corner of the common domain. Differences on
Corsica and Sardinia have the same sign as in the advective season but seem to be slightly larger.
Many other indexes can be computed. Basically, one can either consider precipitation over a given
threshold (numbers of days for which precipitation is above the threshold, mean precipitation
superior to the threshold, etc.) or calculate upper quantiles of precipitation. But thoroughly
examining all these indicators, we found no more additional significant information here.
From this first analysis, it appears that except by the western and eastern boundaries of our
commmon domain, the differences are quite small. Yet, the signal is rather unclear around the
Mediterranean sea. In order to further investigate the strengths and weaknesses of our experiments
over this region in terms of heavy precipitation, we now consider another approach based on
quantile-quantile diagrams.

5.2 Quantile-quantile analysis

Quantile-quantile diagrams can either be plotted on grid points or over boxes. The second ap-
proach has two advantages: it allows a more systematic comparison than single random points
and offers a possiblity to avoid any interpolating potential side effects with the use of the so-called
“pooling” method ( Déqué and Somot, 2008). Within a given box, we sort the daily precipitation
of all grid points for each simulation (ALADIN-Climate and ARPEGE-Climate) on its original
grid, regardless of the days of occurence. Then we select quantiles from this sorted series to obtain
quantile-quantile diagrams of FR50, EU50 and EU50-n versus ARP50. According to Déqué and
Somot (2008), this method is more adequate to compare extreme parameters of simulations run at
different resolutions. But although this is not the case in the present study, we do have different
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grids and this method also constitutes a satisfying solution in our case.
In order to take a closer look at the some of the regions surronding the Mediterranean sea in our
domain, we define 6 boxes: a rather large box we call Medit (shown in fig 4.c) and several smaller
ones (shown in fig4.d), as spatially homogenous as possible regarding the intense precipitation pa-
rameter. Table 6 details the exact coordinates of their boundaries and the number of grid points
they include.
Fig. 5 presents the convective (JJASON) quantile-quantile diagrams (ALADIN-Climate runs ver-
sus ARP50, quantiles per thousands) over each box, and fi 6, the same plots for the advective
season (DJFMAM). Overall, FR50, EU50 and EU50-n all stay fairly close to the ARP50 reference
over the whole spectrum of precipitation, except in Corsica and Sardinia. Over the large box Medit
(a), all simulations slightly underestimate heavy rains with enhanced differences in the convective
season. EU50-n shows the smallest errors and EU50 the largest, FR50 being in between. We find
similar behaviors over Provence (d) and Alps (e). In Catalonia (b) and Roussillon (c), the results
are a little different: In the advective season, EU50-n overestimates precipitation heavier than
approximately 7 mm/day which, corresponds to the 95% quantile whereas EU50 largely underes-
timates rainfall superior to 5 mm/day (90% quantile) and FR50 stays close to ARP50. During
the convective season on the contrary, FR50 overestimates the upper quantiles (over 98%) whereas
EU50 and EU50-n both simulate fairly good extremes, except for the very last quantiles. Finally,
the Corsica-Sardinia box (f) show a specific pattern. During the advective season, FR50, EU50
and EU50-n stay quite close, with negative differences to ARP50 larger then in any other box,
from the 95% quantile to the tail of the spectrum. This result is probably induced by the fact
that the representation of the complex orography and land-sea mask of these two small islands are
quite different in the ALADIN-Climate and ARPEGE-Climate. In the convective season however,
EU50 and EU50-n both underestimate intense precipitation over the 99% quantile in the same
extent they do over Provence (d) (that is to say, less than -5 mm/day), but FR50’s bias is much
stronger and exceeds -10mm/day for the last quantiles. We know that during this season, many of
the high precipitation events occuring over Corsica-Sardinia (as well as Catalonia, Provence and
Roussillon) are associated with a easterly, or south-easterly, synoptic flow (Nuisser et al., 2008).
The relatively poor performances of FR50 in simulating heavy rainfall over this area and for this
season, compared to EU50 and EU50-n, can therefore be explained by the eastern border’s vicinity
in this region for the small domain. And the fact that this defect of FR50 does not appear in the
other boxes, located further west, suggest the eastern boundary effect’s extension is limited to this
region.
To summarize, we can say that except over small areas such as Catalonia, and over Corsica and
Sardinia, our three ALADIN-Climate simulations also show very similar patterns of heavy precip-
itation. And this applies to both seasons, although all simulations underestimate extremes more
in the convective seasons than in the advective one.

From these results, we can conclude than in the present study, the use of the spectral technique
nudging technique does not degrade the modeling of extreme precipitation. It even seems to im-
prove it over some areas, as shown in the previous section but the differences are rather small
and more work would be required to test their significance. Anyway, whether this improvement is
meaningful or not, our results constitute a rather positive support of the spectral nudging since we
found it allowed to reduce mean biases without deteriorating simulated extreme precipitation.
Regarding the size of the domain, it turns out that the small area of integration is not detrimental
either to the representation of intense precipitation, except in the vicinity of the western boundary
through which the large-scale flow mainly enters the domain, and very close to the eastern border
from which come some of the synoptic-scale system affecting heavy precipitation in South-eastern
France and Sardinia. On the contrary, heavy precipitation tends to be underestimated in some
regions of the large domain which could be explained by the errors found on seasonal-mean biases.

6 Low resolution forcing

We believe the perfect-model method we adopted for this study was necessary to come to safe
conclusions. However, in order to validate our results in a more realistic case, we have also forced
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ALADIN-Climate with a real T63 (300 km resolution) ARPEGE-Climate global experiment, with
the same three different configurations. Then, we compare them with our ARP50 Big-Brother.
Indeed, LAMs are intended to downscale low-resolution simulations that contain no small-scale
information whatsoever. Yet, in the present framework, even though ARP50 emulates a coarse
resolution, its large scales developped with the fine-resolution information. Our results may thus
be biased by the fact that it might be easier for ALADIN-Climate to simulate valid small-scale
features when its low-resolution forcing is perfectly consistent with those. And a similar objection
may be raised concerning the domain’s size. This possible weakness of the present study refers to
the question of whether the small scales influence the synoptic circulation or not (see tenet 5 in
Laprise et al., 2008. It is not the goal of this paper to address this controversial issue. However,
we are willing to verify our conclusions in the case of a regular coarse resolution forcing.
We do not show here the results but simply jump to the conclusion. Although in this case, each
ALADIN-Climate experiments may show stronger biases to ARP50 regarding extreme precipita-
tion, the results remain the same regarding the sensitivity of the heavy rains to the domain size
and the use of the spectral nudging technique: a small domain does not prevent the developpement
of intense precipitation in our region of interest, except in the close vicinity of its eastern border,
and neither does the spectral nudging.

7 Conclusion

The aim of our study was to assess the impact of two sources of uncertainties in the modeling
of extreme precipitation at climatic time scales with the LAM ALADIN-Climate: the size of the
domain of integration, and the use of a spectral nudging technique. This objective relates to the
following questions: Is a rather small domain detrimental to the representation of extremes? And
does the application of a spectral nudging necessarily degrade the model’s ability to generate such
events? We addressed both questions with regard to the extremes of precipitation occuring in
Western Europe and more specifically around France.
We proceeded with a perfect-model approach close to the Big-Brother Experiment, because this
method allows to carefully isolate the influence of the designated factors from any other source
of uncertainty. As a first step, we performed a global simulation with ARPEGE-Climate at a
resolution of 50 km over Europe (the Big-Brother). Then we filtered out its small-scales to obtain
a low-resolution forcing (300 km) for ALADIN-Climate. Finally, three regional simulations were
carried out at a 50 km resolution: one over a small domain of integration (2000 km2) centered over
France (FR50), a second one over a larger domain (5000 km2) including the previous one (EU50),
and a third one run over the large domain to which we applied a rather strong spectral nudging on
all prognosis variables (EU50-n). After having verified our ARPEGE-Climate high-resolution (50
km over Europe) simulation was a suitable Big-Brother run, we analysed the performances of the
three ALADIN-Climate runs by comparing each of them to the Big-Brother reference.
Regarding the seasonal-mean fields, the results confirm the conclusions of previous studies con-
ducted on this subject. Indeed, EU50 shows a rather important bias of seasonal 2-meter tempera-
ture in summer which is significantly reduced in both FR50 and EU50-n, where the differences to
the Big-Brother are thus quite similar. This finding indicates that the spectral nudging technique
allows to avoid such limitations in the use of rather large domains of integration. Besides, FR50
was found to be too dry in winter over the western border of our area of interest, close to the
boundary of the small domain. So, as advised in Miguez-Macho et al.(2004), we recommend not
to set the boundaries of the domain at the vicinity of the considered region.
Concerning the extremes of precipitation, all three ALADIN-Climate simulations are quite similar.
The most distinct patterns of differences can be linked with the large-scale errors we just detailed:
FR50 underestimates the upper quantiles of precipitation close to its western and estern bound-
aries and EU50 shows a similar behaviour over the eastern part of the common domain in summer.
Elsewhere, we found no evidence that FR50 or EU50-n would be worse than EU50 to this regard.
From these results, we draw two conclusions. The first one is that the application of the spec-
tral nudging technique does not systematically degrade the representation of a climate model’s
extremes. Although the present study cannot be generalized to any model or any region, it ques-
tions one of the warnings sometimes made about the use of this technique . In addition, our
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results suggest that using a small domain may not prevent the model from simulating extreme
precipitation which are at least as valuable as those computed over a much larger area, with the
same resolution. This second conclusion contributes to justify the relevance of very high resolution
experiments over small domains, such as in Déqué and Somot (2008) or for the FP6-CECILIA
project where ALADIN-Climate is run over at a 12 km resolution over France and several Eastern
European countries. A perspective of this study could be to lead further sensitivity tests regarding
the added value of the resolution on the modeling of heavy precipitation, by comparing the FR50
simulation to an equivalent experiment at 12 km resolution.
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Table 1: Comparison of ARP50’s seasonally averaged 2-Meters Temperature (◦C) and Precip-
itations (mm/day) against CRU2.1 data (ARP50 - CRU2.1), over the FR50 domain: spatially
averaged biases and root mean squared errors.

Season 2-Meters Temperature (◦C) Precipitation (mm/day)

Bias RMSE Bias RMSE

Winter (DJF) -0.5 1.5 0.6 1.3

Spring (MAM) -1.5 1.9 0.6 1.1

Summer (JJA) -0.5 1.1 0.2 0.8

Autumn (SON) -0.8 1.5 -0.3 1

Table 2: Comparison of ARP50’s heavy precipitation against SAFRAN database (ARP50 -
SAFRAN), over the SAFRAN domain (France), using the barycentric interpolation: mean ob-
served value, spatially averaged biases and root mean squared errors of the 95% and 99% quantiles
of Daily Precipitations (mm/day)

Season 95% Quantile (mm/day) 99% Quantile (mm/day)

SAFRAN Bias RMSE SAFRAN Bias RMSE

Winter (DJF) 13.6 0.7 4.6 24.6 -1 8.2

Spring (MAM) 12.2 -0.3 3.3 22.4 -0.9 5.2

Summer (JJA) 11.5 -3.2 4 23.6 -4.2 6.7

Autumn (SON) 15 -3 5.3 30 -5.4 10.2

Table 3: Comparison of ARP50’s heavy precipitation against SAFRAN database (ARP50 -
SAFRAN), over the SAFRAN domain (France), using the “nearest neighbor” interpolation over
the ARP50’s grid: mean observed value, spatially averaged biases and root mean squared errors of
the 95% and 99% quantiles of Daily Precipitations (mm/day)

Season 95% Quantile (mm/day) 99% Quantile (mm/day)

SAFRAN Bias RMSE SAFRAN Bias RMSE

Winter (DJF) 13.9 0.6 4.9 25.1 -1.3 8.3

Spring (MAM) 12.6 -0.2 4 23.2 -0.9 6

Summer (JJA) 12.1 -3.3 4.5 24.5 -4.3 7.5

Autumn (SON) 15.3 -2.9 5.7 30.2 -5.4 10.6

Table 4: Comparison of FR50, EU50 and EU50-n seasonally averaged 2-Meters Temperature (◦C)
and Precipitations (mm/day) against ARP50, over the FR50 domain: spatially averaged biases
and root mean squared errors (ARP50 - ALADIN-Climate).

Season 2-Meters Temperature (◦C) Precipitation (mm/day)

Bias RMSE Bias RMSE

FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n

Winter (DJF) -0.03 0.2 -0.1 0.7 0.8 0.7 -0.08 -0.001 0.04 0.6 0.6 0.6

Spring (MAM) 0.05 0.3 0.03 0.6 0.7 0.6 -0.1 -0.1 0.03 0.6 0.6 0.6

Summer (JJA) 0.4 1 0.4 0.8 1.3 0.8 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.5 0.6 0.5

Autumn (SON) 0.05 0.3 -0.02 0.7 0.8 0.6 -0.13 -0.2 -0.05 0.6 0.6 0.5
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Table 5: Comparison of FR50, EU50 and EU50-n’s heavy precipitation against APR50, over the
FR50 domain: mean observed value, spatially averaged biases and root mean squared errors of the
95% and 99% quantiles of Daily Precipitations (mm/day) (ARP50 - ALADIN-Climate).

Season 95% Quantile (mm/day) 99% Quantile (mm/day)

ARP50 Bias RMSE ARP50 Bias RMSE

FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n FR50 EU50 EU50-n

DJF 13 -0.6 -0.2 0.2 2 1.6 1.6 21.9 -0.6 -0.05 0.2 2.9 2.7 2.4

MAM 10.2 -0.5 -0.3 0.03 1.5 1.5 1.5 19 -1 -0.4 -0.2 2.6 2.6 2.2

JJA 7.3 -0.6 -0.8 -0.3 1.2 1.5 1.2 16 -1.2 -1.6 -0.9 2.7 3 2.4

SON 11.8 -0.7 -0.6 0.3 1.8 1.7 1.5 23.3 -1.2 -0.6 -0.3 3.8 3 2.8

Table 6: Charateristics of the quantile-quantiles boxes: coordinates of the boundaries and number
of grid points.

Boxes West East South North ARPEGE-Climate ALADIN-Climate

longitude longitude latitude latitude number of grid points number of grid points

-Medit 0 10E 38N 46N 146 126

-Catalonia 1W 4E 40N 42N 23 18

-Roussillon 2E 4E 42N 46N 24 27

-Provence 4E 8E 42N 45N 27 19

-Alps 6E 12E 45N 48N 74 60

-Corsica-Sardinia 0E 10E 38N 43N 15 13
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Figure 1: Domains of integration for the ALADIN-Climate runs. Large domain: EUB50 (buffer
zone shown). Small domain: FRB50.
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Figure 2: Mean winter (DJF) 2-meter temperatures (◦C) differences to ARP50 for: (a) FR50, (b)
EU50, and (c) EU50-n. (d), (e), (f) are the respective fields for the summer (JJA) season.

Figure 3: Same as 2 for daily precipitation (mm/day).
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Figure 4: Advective (DJFMAM) (left) and convective (JJASON) (right) 99% quantile of daily
precipitation (mm/day) of 99.9% quantile of daily precipitaiton. (a) and (b) show the ARP50
Winter 99.9% quantile for each season. Advective season’s relative differences to ARP50 are plotted
for: (c) FR50, (e) EU50, and (g) EU50-n. (d), (f) and (h) are the same fields for the convective
season. (c) and (d) also show the boxes for the quantile-quantile diagrams. The large box Medit
is drawn on figure (c). (d) displays the smaller boxes, drawn on the same plot: Catalonia in red,
Roussillon in green, Provence in Blue and Alps in black.
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Figure 5: Convective (JJASON) quantile-quantile plots per thousands (mm/day) over the boxes
shown in fig. 4.c,d. (a) : Medit. ; (b): Catalonia ; (c) : Roussillon ; (d) : Provence ; (e) : Alps ;
(f) : Corsica-Sardinia. ARP50 quantiles are sorted along x-axis and ALADIN-Climate’s one along
the y-axis. FR50: solid line; EU50: dashed line; EU50-n: dotted line.
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Figure 6: Same as 5 for the advective season (DJFMAM)
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